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Abstract
The theory of relative program correctness and its preservation allows for elabo-
rate and practically adequate deﬁnitions of correct implementation notions as they
are established by transformations implemented in a compiler. It generalizes Hoare’s
and Floyd’s partial and total program correctness and correctness preservation by
classifying ﬁnite and inﬁnite errors to be either acceptable (unavoidable) or unac-
ceptable (chaotic, to be avoided). We will deﬁne correct implementation by partic-
ular compositional diagram commutativities, and we will further extend this theory
also to express correctness of compiling speciﬁcations and of compiler programs and
their implementations in the same uniform relational setting. Unacceptable error
outcomes can semantically model pre-conditions such as well-formedness conditions
for compilers or optimization pre-conditions for user programs. Our theory allows
to distinguish between diﬀerent correct implementation requirements, for instance
(horizontally) for user programs or (vertically) for the compiler implementation,
just as if we would switch on and oﬀ compiler options and tune one compiler to
appropriately preserve correctness in diﬀerent application domains.
1 Introduction
Relative program correctness and its preservation can adequately model re-
alistic requirements for correct implementation, in particular with respect to
ﬁnite runtime errors. Machine resource violations are sometimes considered
unavoidable and we may model them by acceptable errors. Running a program
outside its domain speciﬁed by pre-conditions leads to avoidable or unaccept-
able errors. Basically the idea is that acceptable errors make program results
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undefined and thus have to be signaled by the implementation, whereas un-
acceptable errors allow (chaotically) for arbitrary program outcomes, and the
user has to avoid them for using a program safely.
Correct implementation (sections 2 and 3) is transitive (compositional,
modular). Commutative implementation diagrams can be composed vertically
and horizontally, which is essential for the correctness of multi-pass compila-
tion, but at least as important also for modularizing compiler correctness in
compiling speciﬁcation (i.e., transformation) correctness and compiler imple-
mentation correctness (section 4). We deﬁne these notions such that correct
compiler programs are correct implementations of correct compiling speciﬁca-
tions, and that they return at most correct implementations of well-formed
source programs. Finally we show how the framework can be applied to opti-
mizations and optimizing compilers (section 5).
Our work 3 presents results from the German joint project Verifix on Cor-
rect Compilers [10,31,13,12] and is strongly related to M. Mu¨ller-Olm’s and
A. Wolf’s notion of relative correctness and its preservation [22,30]. We use a
relational (pointwise) approach, but in fact weakest relative predicate trans-
formers and their elegant algebraic-denotational theory and proof style can be
utilized as an abstraction [30] and so be of immense help for the construction
of correct compiling speciﬁcations and for ﬁnding and presenting in particular
hand-written correctness proofs. We so far prefer relations for diﬀerent rea-
sons. E.g., for mechanical proof support we use PVS’s inductive relations to
formalize structural operational semantics [5]. And we do not only focus (hor-
izontally) on implementation correctness for application programs, but also
(vertically) on the compiler and its implementation and in particular on the
compiler bootstrapping itself, which ties both together and heavily involves
data representation issues. In order to prove a realistic fully trusted initial
compiler correct and correctly implemented as a machine executable, we want
to leave as much mathematical freedom as possible [12].
1.1 Related Work
In order to prove a compiler correct we need to prove that the speciﬁed trans-
formation (deﬁned for abstract well-formed programs) is semantically correct,
and that the compiler (and also its machine executable) correctly applies the
speciﬁed transformations (for concrete program representations) and at most
returns correct implementations of well-formed source programs.
Compiler speciﬁcation veriﬁcation is part of theoretical informatics and
programming language theory, and work on it has been started by J. Mc-
Carthy and J.A. Painter in 1967 [18]. Proof styles are operational [18,1,2] or
denotational [19] depending on how source language semantics is deﬁned. If
a source language has loops or (function) procedures, then term rewriting or
3 An extended presentation of the framework deﬁned in sections 2, 3 and 4 of this paper
can be found in [12] which is available as a technical report.
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copy rule semantics is employed throughout [16,17]. Other operational styles
split in natural [24] or structural [25] operational or state-machine-like [14].
Denotational semantics has started with D. Scott’s work [28]. The authors in
[15,27,21,23] use an algebraic denotational style, based on state transforma-
tions or predicate transformers. We also ﬁnd substantial mechanically sup-
ported proofs which sometimes include the correctness of the compiler source
programs, e.g., for Stanford-Pascal [26], Lisp [7,20] or Standard-ML [4].
High level compiler implementation veriﬁcation —proving the correctness
of the compiler source program— is a software engineering task. Correct
implementation rules have been worked out in many formal software engi-
neering methods and projects like VDM (Jones, 1990), RAISE (George et
al., 1992), CIP (F.L. Bauer, 1978), PROSPECTRA (Hoﬀmann and Krieg-
Bru¨ckner, 1993), Z (Spivey, 1992), B (Abrial et al., 1991), and also the PVS-
system [6]. Literature on machine level compiler implementation veriﬁcation
—proving the correctness of the binary compiler executable— is virtually not
available so far, although demands have been formulated, e.g., by Ken Thomp-
son [29], L.M. Chirica and D.F. Martin [3] or J S. Moore [20].
2 Correct Implementation
Compilers are sequential transformational programs. A compiler takes a (syn-
tactical representation of) a source program π ∈ SL and sometimes it success-
fully terminates and returns a target program m ∈ TL. If so, we want a
guarantee that m is a correct implementation of π. A practical compiler, how-
ever, will fail in most cases, actually on nearly every source program (with the
precise mathematical meaning of nearly every). Usually there are inﬁnitely
many and arbitrarily large source programs.
Although very annoying, we all live with software errors. However, we still
hope that application programmers, compiler constructors, operating system
designers and hardware engineers have been sensible enough to detect and
signal, or to predict and avoid every runtime error. An undetected error
might have harmful consequences, in particular if it is an intentional so-called
virus or Trojan Horse [8]. Unfortunately, attackers often know much more
about compiler weaknesses than compiler users do.
Compiler constructors cannot relieve application programmers from the
burden to prove their applications correct. Actually, we have to construct the
compiler without knowing the intended meaning of source programs. But a
compiler can not preserve every source program property. We have to negoti-
ate on a contract between user, language designer and implementor, based on
suﬃciently mathematically exact descriptions of source language and target
machine, so that user and implementor can agree on them without misunder-
standing.
Requirements for correct implementation diﬀer. We might think of source
programs as speciﬁcations for their machine implementations, and thus require
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that the target program should be able to successfully compute a correct
result if the source program can. On the other hand, we do not want to
see incorrect results computed by target program executions and every target
program result should be correct with respect to the source program semantics
[26]. Unfortunately, we can only meet both requirements if we can guarantee
the target program to be deﬁned if and only if the source program is, which
is unrealistic.
3 Transformational Programs
We model the semantics of transformational programs by partial relations
(multivalued partial functions) f ⊆ Di ×Do between input domains Di and
output domains Do . Thus f is an element f ∈ Di ⇀ Do =def 2Di×Do . Data
in Di and Do are considered regular or non-erroneous input/output data or
states. In order to handle irregular data, i.e., ﬁnite and inﬁnite errors, we
assume that every data domain D is extended by an individually associated
disjoint non-empty error set Ω, i.e., DΩ =def D ∪• Ω and D ∩ Ω = ∅. For
every transformational program semantics f we assume an extended version
f ∈ DiΩ ⇀ DoΩ
which we denote with the same symbol f . Errors are ﬁnal. No computation
will ever recover from an error 4 . Thus, we require (the extended) f to be
error strict, i.e., f to be total on Ωi and f (Ωi) ⊆ Ωo.
Errors are of essentially diﬀerent types; they are either unavoidable and
we have to accept them, or they are unacceptable and thus to be avoided.
The implementation has to guarantee that acceptable errors are signaled and
hence do not lead to unexpected incorrect results, whereas the absence of
unacceptable errors has to be proved by the user, for instance if she/he wants
to use an optimizing compiler which omits array boundary checks. We will
allow unacceptable errors to cause unpredictable (or chaotic) consequences.
In order to model this phenomenon, we partition Ω in non-empty sets A ⊆ Ω
of acceptable and U =def Ω \A of unacceptable or chaotic errors. So we require
Ωi = Ai ∪• Ui and Ωo = Ao ∪• Uo
and a strong error strictness of f , namely that f is total on Ωi and
f (Ai) ⊆ Ao and f (Ui) ⊆ Uo .
The error sets Ω are supposed to contain a particular standard error ele-
ment ∞ which is to model inﬁnite computation (divergence). We additionally
require (d,∞o) ∈ f whenever there is a non-terminating (inﬁnite) computa-
tion of f starting with d ∈ DiΩ.
4 Exceptions are not errors in our sense. We think of exceptions as special cases of non-local
regular control ﬂow.
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3.1 Correct Implementation
Let fs be source and ft target program semantics, and let ρi ∈ Dsi Ω ⇀ DtiΩ
and ρo ∈ DsoΩ ⇀ DtoΩ be data representation relations between source and
target input and output data. We require both relations, ρi and ρo , and their
inverses ρi
−1 and ρo−1 to be strongly error strict (in both directions).
Definition 3.1 (Correct implementation) ft is said to be a correct imple-
mentation of fs relative to ρi and ρo and associated error sets ( ρi ; ft 
 fs ; ρo
or even shorter just ft  fs) iﬀ
( ρi ; ft ) (d) ⊆ ( fs ; ρo) (d) ∪ Ato
holds for all d ∈ Dsi with fs (d) ⊆ Dso ∪ Aso (that is with fs (d) ∩ U so = ∅).
Dso
Ω
ρo
Dsi
Ω
fs
ft
Dti
Ω
Dto
Ω
ρi
fs ∈ Sems :
ft ∈ Semt :
Fig. 1. Commutative diagram expressing correct (relative) implementation
If ft is a correct implementation of fs, then ft either returns a correct result,
or an acceptable error, or, if fs can compute an unacceptable error, ft may
(chaotically) return any result.
3.2 Preservation of Relative Correctness
Let P ⊆ Di and Q ⊆ Do be pre- and post-conditions, respectively. f is
called (relatively) correct with respect to (pre- and post-conditions) P and Q,
〈P 〉 f 〈Q 〉 for short, iﬀ
f(P ) ⊆ Q ∪ Ao
If f is started with an input in P , then it either terminates with an output
in Q or else ends with an acceptable error outcome, like for instance a state
representing a machine resource violation.
Theorem 3.2 (Preservation of relative correctness) ft correctly imple-
ments fs ( ρi; ft 
 fs; ρo ) if and only if for all P ⊆ Dsi and Q ⊆ Dso
〈P 〉 fs 〈Q 〉 =⇒ 〈 ρi(P ) 〉 ft 〈 ρo(Q) 〉 .
Correct implementation is vertically and horizontally transitive (composi-
tional). This is a key property in order to master the complexity of realistic
compiler correctness proofs. We refer to [12] for further details and proofs,
and also for the discussion of some variations.
We deﬁned the notions of relative correctness and correct implementation
as of [22] in the inhomogeneous world of error strict relations and in the
presence of data representations between source and target level. The crucial
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theorems (composability, even in a waeker sense, and equivalence between
correct implementation and preservation of relative correctness) are still valid,
and of course the model still generalizes partial and total correctness and its
preservation.
4 Correct Compiler Programs
Main constituents of a programming language are its set L of abstract syn-
tactical programs and its language semantics [[ · ]] L : L −→ SemL, a partial
function from L into an associated semantics space SemL. The domain of
[[ · ]] L is the set of so-called well-formed programs. In case of a well-formed π
and of sequential imperative programming languages we are aiming at, [[π ]] L
can be deﬁned as a relation between extended input and output data domains
DLi
Ω and DLo
Ω as discussed in the previous sections:
[[ π ]] L ∈ SemL =def (DLiΩ ⇀ DLoΩ) .
For a source language SL, a target language TL and proper source programs
πs ∈ SL and πt ∈ TL with semantics fs = [[πs ]] SL and ft = [[πt ]] TL the previous
section deﬁnes the semantical relation ft fs of correct implementation.
4.1 Compiling Specifications
Every compiler program establishes a mapping between source and target
programs, actually between source and target program representations like
for instance character sequences on the one and linkable object code format
on the other hand. In order to talk about this mapping abstractly and to
relate source and target programs semantically, we assume that we have or
can deﬁne a compiling (or transformation) speciﬁcation
C : SL ⇀ TL ,
a mathematical relation between abstract source and target programs. C might
be given by a closed inductive deﬁnition, more or less constructive, or by a set
of bottom-up rewrite rules applied by a term or graph rewrite system (e.g.,
bottom up rewrite systems, BURS) as for instance used in rule-based code
generators.
Definition 4.1 We call C correct, if and only if for any well-formed source
program πs ∈ SL, every associated target program πt ∈ C(πs) is a correct
implementation of πs, i.e., if and only if the diagram in Figure 2 is commutative
in the sense
( [[ · ]] SL −1 ; C ) ⊆ ( ; [[ · ]] TL −1 ) .
Note that we do not require C to be deﬁned for all well-formed SL-programs,
and we will also not require this property for compiler program semantics.
Due to resource restrictions of ﬁnite host machines we won’t be able to prove
it for compiler programs, anyway.
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SemTL
v
C
[[ · ]] TL
SL
[[ · ]] SL
TL
SemSL
Fig. 2. Correctness of the compiling speciﬁcation C
For any two programming languages SL and TL there is an implicitly given nat-
ural correct compiling specification that simply relates any well-formed source
program in SL to each of its correct implementations in TL:
CC =def [[ · ]] SL ;  ; [[ · ]] TL −1
Of course CC is correct. Actually, if we only consider well-formed programs, it
is the largest correct compiling speciﬁcation. But in general CC is not a subset
of C nor vice versa. C might be deterministic or even empty, and because
well-formedness might be hard to decide or even undecidable, compilers and
compiling speciﬁcations C might relate non well-formed SL-programs (which
have no semantics) to TL-programs.
Hence, so far C is unrelated to CC, and so will be any correct implementa-
tion of C. Just restricting our programming languages to sets of well-formed
programs does not help, because then we will get the same problem on rep-
resentation level for compiler programs. This observation suggests to look at
the program sets SL and TL as data domains and extend them by particular
unacceptable error elements. This will allow us to also formally express in
particular the well-formedness precondition that source programs have to ful-
ﬁll if they are to be correctly compiled. We will do so also for the semantics
spaces SemSL and SemTL.
For SLΩ and TLΩ we need an unacceptable error nwf (“non-well-formed”)
in USL and UTL, and for Sem
Ω
SL and Sem
Ω
TL we need an unacceptable error uds
(“undeﬁned semantics”) in USemSL and USemTL . C, CC, [[ · ]] SL , [[ · ]] TL and  are
extended so that these artiﬁcial error elements are related to each other and
to non-well-formed programs in SL and TL. Again we denote the extended
relations by the same symbols.
v
SemTL
v
[[ · ]] TL
SL TL
SemSL
C, CC
[[ · ]] SL
(a)
SemΩTL
v
[[ · ]] TL
TLΩ
SemΩSL
C, CCSL
Ω
[[ · ]] SL
(b)
Fig. 3. Correctness of extended compiling speciﬁcations. The original diagrams (a)
(for C and CC) are commutative if and only if the corresponding extended diagrams
(b) are.
Observe that we used 
v in Figure 3 (b) to indicate the diﬀerence between
(horizontal) correct implementation  and (vertical) correct compiler imple-
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mentation v (see section 4.3). For 
v (respectively v) only preservation
of relative (partial) correctness makes sense in practice, i.e., commutativity of
diagram (b) is only valid if 
v expresses correct relative (partial) implemen-
tation.
The extended C is a correct implementation of the extended CC (Figure 4)
and hence this step homogeneously ﬁts on top of a stack of further commuta-
tive diagrams establishing correct transformation and implementation steps,
all correctly tied together and related to CC by vertical composition. As any
compiler program, also the compiling speciﬁcation C reﬂects design decisions.
It already selects particular target programs from the set of all possible correct
implementations.
v
id
TLΩC
CC
id
SLΩ
TLΩSLΩ
Fig. 4. Correctness deﬁnition for extended compiling speciﬁcations
Theorem 4.2 (Correct compiling specifications) A compiling specifica-
tion C is correct, if and only if it is a correct implementation of CC.
4.2 Correct Compiler Programs
In order to prove that a compiler program (sometimes also called compiler
implementation or simply compiler) is correct, we want to relate its semantics
to the compiling speciﬁcation. It is often a good advice to write a compiler in
its own source language. In general, though, the compiler will be implemented
in a high level or a low level machine host language HL with semantics space
SemΩHL = (D
HL
i
Ω ⇀ DHLo
Ω )Ω .
If we want to call an HL-program τh a compiler from SL to TL, then we need
representation relations ϕs and ϕt to represent SL- and TL-programs as data
in SL
′ Ω =def D
HL
i
Ω resp. in TL
′ Ω =def D
HL
o
Ω . Note that there are a lot of data in
SL’ and TL’ which do not represent programs, but for a consistent presentation
we prefer to let a compiler program τh just be like any other HL-program.
The situation is as described in Figure 5. However, in order to treat lan-
guages of concrete program representations like SL’ and TL’ as reasonable
programming languages, we require [[ · ]] SL′ =def ϕ−1s ; [[ · ]] SL and [[ · ]] TL′ =def
ϕ−1t ; [[ · ]] TL to be single-valued partial functions. Thus, any concrete repre-
sentation of a well-formed SL- or TL-program has a unique semantics.
Definition 4.3 (Correct compiler program) We call τh a correct compiler
program, iﬀ [[ τh ]] HL v CC, i.e., iﬀ [[ τh ]] HL is a correct implementation of CC.
If τh is a correct compiler, then the lower diagram of Figure 5 and, due
to vertical composition, also the outer diagram is commutative. Any correct
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v
ϕt
SL′Ω TL′Ω
ϕs
[[ · ]] TL
SLΩ TLΩ
v
[[ τh ]] HL
CC
SemΩTLSem
Ω
SL
[[ · ]] SL
[[ · ]] TL′[[ · ]] SL′
Fig. 5. Compiler programs related to compiling speciﬁcations. If the lower diagram
is commutative as well, we call τh a correct compiler program
compiler program τh induces an associated correct extended compiling speciﬁ-
cation Cτ =def (ϕs; [[ τh ]] HL ;ϕ−1t ) : SLΩ ⇀ TLΩ such that [[ τh ]] HL v Cτ v CC.
On the other hand, if [[ τh ]] HL is a correct implementation of any correct spec-
iﬁcation C, i.e., [[ τh ]] HL v C v CC, then τh is a correct compiler program
(cf. Figure 6). That is to say: A compiler program is correct, if and only if it
is a correct implementation of a correct compiling speciﬁcation.
v
v
ϕt
SL′Ω TL′Ω
ϕs
id
SLΩ TLΩ
CC
[[ τh ]] HL
C
SLΩ TLΩ
id
Fig. 6. Compiler programs and compiling speciﬁcations. Due to vertical compo-
sition, a correct implementation of a correct compiling speciﬁcation is a correct
compiler
Theorem 4.4 Let τh be a correct compiler program and let π
′
s ∈ ϕs(πs)
be the representation of a well-formed SL-program. Then any regular π′t ∈
[[ τh ]] HL (π
′
s) represents a correct implementation πt of πs.
If we apply a correct compiler program to the representation of a well-
formed source program, we will get at most a representation of a correct
implementation of the source program. Let us call a concrete SL’- or TL’-
datum π′s or π
′
t well-formed, if it represents a well-formed SL- or TL-program.
Then π′s or π
′
t have semantics [[ π
′ ]] SL′ respectively [[ π′ ]] TL′ . According to
Theorem 4.4, every regular result π′t ∈ [[ τh ]] HL (π′s) of a correct compiler τh,
applied to a well-formed π′s, correctly implements π
′
s. That is to say: A correct
compiler applied to a well-formed source program returns at most correct
implementations of the source program.
4.3 Correct Implementation versus Correct Compiler Implementation
If we bootstrap compiler programs, we have in general to distinguish between
two diﬀerent notions of correct implementation. Source programs are to be
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correctly implemented by target programs (relating source to target program
semantics) on the one hand, and the compiler itself is to be correctly im-
plemented on the host machine (which relates the compiler source program
to the compiler machine program semantics). Error behavior and required
parameterization of application programs πSL, πTL and their representations
πSL′ , πTL′ , πSL′′ , πTL′′ are in general of a diﬀerent nature and independent of the
expected error behavior and required parameterization for the compiler, i.e.,
for the speciﬁcation C and compiler programs τHL, τHML and their syntactical
representations. We indicated this diﬀerence by distinguishing  from v.
For instance, let us assume SL to be a process programming language.
The process programmer would not like to witness any uncertainty or error at
computation time of source programs πSL respectively πSL′ , πSL′′ . Source pro-
grams are written such that [[πSL ]] SL (d
s
i ) ⊆ Dso holds whenever πSL is applied
to an input dsi ∈ Dsi \ [[πSL ]] SL−1 (U so ) outside the domain of computations
which possibly end in unacceptable errors. But this involves regular termina-
tion and hence total correctness of πSL which the process programmer requires
to be preserved for any correct implementation πTL. The requirement is that
[[ πTL ]] TL (d
t
i) ⊆ Dto holds whenever the target program πTL is applied upon the
representation dti ∈ ρi (dsi ), dsi ∈ [[πSL ]] SL−1 (U so ) of the corresponding input.
This can be guaranteed by preservation of total correctness.
On the other hand, the same process programmer will (and in general has
to) accept compile time error reports, like for instance HM-memory overﬂow
while πSL is compiled to πTL, i.e., while the compiler machine implementation
runs upon the (syntactical) representation πSL′′ of πSL. With respect to com-
pilation, the process programmer wants a guarantee that execution of πTL′′
works as required whenever the compiler has successfully generated πTL′′ on
the host machine.
There are no obvious natural mappings between the error sets deﬁning 
and those deﬁning v for the compiler program. For compiler implementa-
tion only variants of preservation of relative (partial) correctness make sense.
Fortunately, however, we do not see any further crucial interferences between
the two correct implementation notions involved.
5 Optimizations
In language deﬁnitions we often ﬁnd phrases like: “It is undefined, if . . .”,
or: “The order of evaluation in expressions is unspecified”, intended to under-
specify the operational behavior of programs and to leave freedom for imple-
mentors, for optimizing the evaluation order, moving (common) subexpres-
sions back and forth, optimizing loops, or eliminating (partially) dead code.
Sometimes compilers even silently ignore conditions which render the program
semantics unspeciﬁed. Optimizations involve additional proof obligations for
source programs in order to predict or to guarantee correct results.
Ideally, optimizations should not change the program semantics. But nec-
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essary pre-conditions for safe use of generated executables are hard to decide
and often undecidable. So they are not checked at compile time, and runtime
checks are expensive. In practice, switching on or oﬀ compiler optimization
options might have surprising and sometimes harmful eﬀects, so for instance
if a theorem prover eventually proves wrong theorems due to optimizations of
the implementing C-compiler —so happened with the Otter theorem prover
some time ago.
Redundant (dead) code elimination for instance might violate preservation
of relative (partial) correctness by eliminating the code that for some input
data dsi ∈ Dsi would cause a runtime error, for instance a division by zero. The
source program πs might be partially (relatively) correct w.r.t. some pre- and
post-conditions P˜ and Q˜, whereas the optimized target program πt can return
unexpected regular but incorrect results if applied to dti ∈ ρi(P˜ ), dangerously
deceiving users who rely on errors to be signaled at runtime.
As another example, if neither π1 nor π2 have an eﬀect on the value of the
boolean expression c, then the so-called unswitching might transform
while(b, if (c, π1, π2)) → if (c,while(b, π1),while(b, π2))
moving c out of the loop. Consider an input dti ∈ ρi(P˜ ) such that b evaluates
to false and c causes a runtime error. In that case, πt would incorrectly
irregularly abort with an error and perhaps cause a dangerous situation, e.g.,
if πt controls a safety critical process. The transformation does in general not
preserve regular (total) correctness w.r.t. P˜ and Q˜.
For practical reasons, because we want eﬃciency, compiling speciﬁcations
C or compiler program semantics like [[ τh ]] HL sometimes might or even have
to return target programs which are not correct if the additional optimization
pre-conditions cannot be guaranteed for their inputs. But how can such a
compiler program ever be proved correct? One solution is just to allow any
optimization and hence to make such target programs correct by deﬁnition.
But in practice this leaves the user alone ﬁguring out which additional pre-
conditions have been assumed and hence are required for his program inputs.
Our view of correct implementation oﬀers a more elaborate answer. We
add compiler warnings as potential acceptable errors to ATL (the compiler
output domain) and we add a particular unacceptable error to U so (the source
program output domain):
Let us think of a compiler warning (like for instance "Warning: array
index check omitted in line ...") as a potential error message, i.e., as an
indication for a generated target program πt to potentially belong to the set of
acceptable errors in ATL in the following sense: “We [the compiler] give you [the
compiler user] the following target program πt, but it contains optimizations
which require additional pre-conditions P ⊆ Dsi for your program inputs to
hold. If you cannot guarantee P , please take this as an error message, because
πt might return unreasonable results if applied to inputs dt outside ρi(P ).”
That is to say: Besides the usual compiling speciﬁcation C every source
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program πs carries an additional (optimization) pre-condition Φ = PC (πs) ⊆
Dsi , PC : SL → 2Dsi , which leads to a modiﬁed source language semantics
[[πs ]] SL,PC =def [[πs ]] SL ∪ (Dsi \ PC (πs)) × {pcf } ,
where pcf ∈ U so reads as “(optimization) pre-condition false”. Now, if compil-
ing speciﬁcation or compiler program deliver a target program together with
an optimization warning, then this guarantees a weaker correct implementa-
tion of πs by πt, namely that
(ρi ; [[ πt ]] TL) (d
s
i ) ⊆ ([[πs ]] SL ; ρo) (dsi ) ∪ Ato
holds for all dsi ∈ PC (πs) with [[πs ]] SL (dsi ) ⊆ Dsi ∪ Aso. This weaker notion of
correct implementation (with respect to [[ · ]]
SL
) can equivalently be expressed
by usual correct implementation, but with respect to the weaker semantics
relation [[ · ]]
SL,PC.
Although an interesting topic for further research, we do not expect the
compiler to compute or to check optimization preconditions or to produce code
which checks them. But in order to be correct, it is not allowed to silently
ignore them. It has to produce warnings whenever it assumes additional opti-
mization preconditions for target program inputs. So the user hopefully gets
all information necessary to decide if the target program can safely be used or
has to be taken as an (acceptable) error. One key property of our approach
is, that acceptable errors have to be detected and signaled by any correct im-
plementation. If a compiler program τHL is proved correct with respect to a
(vertical) set ATL of acceptable errors, then any correct implementation of it
must signal (representations of) these errors as well.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Our contribution is the development of a mathematical framework useful in
order to analyze practically relevant requirements for realistic correct imple-
mentation and compiler correctness. Our work is the theoretical basis of
a comprehensive, rigorous and mechanically supported correctness proof for
speciﬁcation, compiler program and initial compiler machine code implemen-
tation of a concrete and implemented fully trusted compiler (see [12]).
In [9] we prove mechanically that a particular Lisp compiler is correct.
The crucial conjecture is: If the source program is well-formed, then any
resulting target program is a correct implementation in the sense of preser-
vation of partial correctness, i.e., produces at most correct results. The well-
formedness condition is crucial. The compiler produces unreasonable code
for non-wellformed programs. Although well-formedness is not checked, the
proved property is nevertheless useful: If we can guarantee that our source
programs are well-formed, then the generated target programs can safely be
used. Horizontally we preserve partial correctness, but for the compiler we
prove preservation of relative correctness, because we do not require or prove
anything for target programs generated from non well-formed source programs.
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We strongly believe that our theory is rich enough also to capture the
requirements of real world optimizations and optimizing compilers. Veriﬁed
compilers which guarantee the correctness of target executables need not in-
herently generate ineﬃcient code.
Future work will concentrate on two main topics. First, we already have
enhanced our theory also to capture requirements for the correct implemen-
tation of sequential reactive programs which semantically communicate on an
input and an output channel. We can handle these programs as a particular
special case of transformational programs, and correct implementation in our
sense is indeed equivalent to preservation of observable behavior of an under-
lying state transition system as for instance used by our Verifix colleagues in
Karlsruhe (and Halle) [13]. The second major topic will be to further exploit
the important role of (relative) partial correctness and its preservation, and
we will further incorporate techniques of program checking and runtime result
veriﬁcation [11].
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